Advisory regarding implementation of the PC & PNDT Act, 1994 during the Lockdown due to COVID-19 pandemic

Due to the spread of COVID-19 & nationwide lockdown, moreover in compliance with GOI notification vide V11011/01/2020 dated 17-04-2020, all the centres registered under PCPNDT Act, 1994 are directed to ensure that all its provisions are followed and all reports, records mandatory to be maintained/prepared as per the Law with due sincerity.

All report submissions failing due in this period i.e. till 30-06-2020 shall be submitted by the 5th July, 2020. Wherever possible, electronic communication and electronic report filling should continue on an ongoing basis even before 30-06-2020.

Any query regarding the above mentioned advertisements may be addressed to Dr. G. Dewan, Director Health & Family Welfare cum Appropriate Authority-PC&PNDT U.T. Chandigarh at Helpline no. 0172-2701928, or to Nodal Officer, PCPNDT, Dr.Gaurav Pawar, Mob.No.94655-65592.